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UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS TO THE 3D QUINTIC GROSS-PITAEVSKII
HIERARCHY
YOUNGHUN HONG, KENNETH TALIAFERRO, AND ZHIHUI XIE
Abstract. In this paper, we study solutions to the three-dimensional quintic Gross-Pitaevskii
hierarchy. We prove unconditional uniqueness among all small solutions in the critical space H1
(which corresponds to H1 on the NLS level). With slight modifications to the proof, we also
prove unconditional uniqueness of solutions to the Hartree hierarchy without a smallness condition.
Our proof uses the quantum de Finetti theorem, and is an extension of the work by Chen-Hainzl-
Pavlovic´-Seiringer [4], and our previous work [15].
1. Introduction
1.1. Statement of the main result. In this paper, we establish uniqueness of small solutions to
the three-dimensional quintic Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) hierarchy in the scaling-critical Sobolev type
space.
The 3d quintic GP hierarchy is an infinite system of coupled linear equations
iBtγpkq “ p´∆xk `∆x1kqγpkq ` λ
kÿ
j“1
Bj;k`1,k`2γpk`2q, k P N, (1.1)
where γpkq “ γpkqpt, xk;x1kq : r0, T q ˆ R3k ˆ R3k Ñ C, the underlined variables xk and x1k denote
k-tuples of spacial variables, i.e., xk “ px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xkq P R3k and x1k “ px11, x12, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1kq P R3k, and
the Laplacians are given by ∆xk :“
řk
j“1 ∆xj and ∆x1k :“
řk
j“1 ∆x1j . We assume that for each
k P N, γpkq is a symmetric marginal density matrix such that
γpkqpt, xk;x1kq “ γpkqpt, x1k;xkq (1.2)
and
γpkqpt, xσp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xσpkq;x1σ1p1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1σ1pkqq “ γpkqpt, xk;x1kq (1.3)
for any permutations σ and σ1 on t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku. The contraction operator Bj;k`1,k`2 is defined by
Bj;k`1,k`2γpk`2qpt, xk;x1kq
: “
ż
dxk`1dxk`2dx1k`1dx1k`2rδpxj ´ xk`1qδpxj ´ xk`2qδpxj ´ x1k`1qδpxj ´ x1k`2q
´ δpx1j ´ xk`1qδpx1j ´ xk`2qδpx1j ´ x1k`1qδpx1j ´ x1k`2qsγpk`2qpt, xk`2;x1k`2q
“ γpk`2qpt, xk, xj , xj ;x1k, xj , xjq ´ γpk`2qpt, xk, x1j , x1j ;x1k, x1j , x1jq.
(1.4)
The coupling constant is either ´1 or 1. We call the GP hierarchy (1.1) defocusing if λ “ 1, and
focusing if λ “ ´1.
To define solutions to the GP hierarchy, we introduce the following definitions (see also [4,9,10,
11,12]). For s ě 0, we define the homogeneous Sobolev space 9Hs for sequences by
9Hs :“
!
tγpkqukPN : Tr p|Rpk,sqγpkq|q ăM2k for some positive constant M ă 8
)
(1.5)
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where
Rpk,sq :“
kź
j“1
p´∆xj q
s
2 p´∆x1j q
s
2 .
Similarly, we define the inhomogeneous Sobolev space Hs for sequences by
Hs :“
!
tγpkqukPN : Tr p|Spk,sqγpkq|q ăM2k for some constant M ă 8
)
(1.6)
where
Spk,sq :“
kź
j“1
p1´∆xj q
s
2 p1´∆x1j q
s
2 .
A sequence tγpkqptqukPN is called a mild solution in L8tPr0,T q 9Hs (or L8tPr0,T qHs) to the quintic GP
hierarchy if it solves the hierarchy of the integral equations
γpkqptq “ U pkqptqγpkqp0q ` iλ
kÿ
j“1
ż t
0
U pkqpt´ sqBj;k`1,k`2γpk`2qpsqds, @k P N, (1.7)
where U pkqptq :“ eitp∆xk´∆x1k q is the free evolution operator. A sequence tγpkqukPN is called admis-
sible if for each k P N and t P r0, T q, γpkq is a non-negative trace class operator on L2sympR3k ˆR3kq
(subset of L2 functions that satisfy (1.3)) and
γpkq “ Trk`1pγpk`1qq “
ż
R3
dxk`1γpk`1qpxk, xk`1;x1k, xk`1q. (1.8)
We call a sequence tγpkqukPN a limiting hierarchy if there is a sequence tγpNqN uNPN of non-negative
density matrices on L2sympR3N ˆ R3N q with TrpγpNqN q “ 1 such that γpkq is the weak-* limit of the
k-particle marginals of γ
pNq
N in the trace class on L
2
sympR3k ˆ R3kq, that is,
γ
pkq
N : “ Trk`1,¨¨¨,N pγpNqN q
“
ż
R3pN´kq
dxk`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dxNγpNqN pxk, xk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨xN ;x1k, xk`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xN q
á˚ γpkq as N Ñ8.
(1.9)
In this paper, we consider mild solutions to the GP hierarchy (1.1) that are admissible or limiting
hierarchies. Such mild solutions are physically relevant in the theory of derivation of the nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation (NLS) from the many body linear Schro¨dinger equation (see Section 1.2).
We now state our main result.
Theorem 1.1 (Uniqueness of small solutions to the quintic GP hierarchy). Suppose that tγpkqptqukPN
is a mild solution in L8tPr0,T q 9H
1 to the quintic GP hierarchy (1.1) with initial data tγpkqp0qukPN, which
is either admissible or a limiting hierarchy for each t. If Tr p|Rpk,1qγpkq|q ă M2k for all t P r0, T q
for M ą 0 sufficiently small, then tγpkqptqukPN is the only such solution for the given initial data.
The quintic GP hierarchy is closely related to the quintic NLS via factorized functions. Indeed,
one can check that if φt is a solution to the quintic NLS
iBtφt “ p´∆qφt ` λ|φt|4φt, (1.10)
then a sequence of factorized functions,
γpkqpt, xk;x1kq “ p|φty xφt|qbk :“
kź
j“1
φtpxjqφtpx1jq, (1.11)
2
solves the GP hierarchy (1.1). In this sense, proving uniqueness for the GP hierarchy is more
difficult than it is for the quintic NLS.
The quintic GP hierarchy was studied by T. Chen and Pavlovic´ [5] for the derivation of the quintic
NLS as the Gross-Pitaevskii field limit of a non-relativistic Bose gas with 3-particle interactions. As
a part of their analysis, the authors proved (conditional) uniqueness of solutions to the quintic GP
hierarchy in an energy space, that is, a Sobolev type space of order 1, in one and two dimensions.
We remark that in all dimensions, proving such uniqueness in an energy space is necessary to derive
NLS. However, it is an open problem to prove uniqueness in three dimensions.
Theorem 1.1 provides an answer for this open problem under a smallness assumption. We
remark that the 3d quintic GP hierarchy is scaling-critical in 9H1, and that even with our smallness
assumption, our theorem is the first uniqueness theorem for the cubic or quintic GP hierarchy in a
scaling-critical space. Moreover, uniqueness in Theorem 1.1 is unconditional.
It remains an open problem to remove the smallness assumption. In the case of the 3d quintic
NLS, it is known that solutions are unique in the space Hs for s ě 1, without a smallness assumption
[3,7,13,17]. However, the proof of unconditional uniqueness in the scaling-critical case s “ 1 differs
from the proof in the subcritical case s ą 1. In the case of the 3d quintic GP hierarchy, we also
expect that an approach different from the one that we use in the scaling-subcritical case is needed
to remove the smallness assumption in the scaling-critical case. Currently, the main obstacle to
removing the smallness assumption for solutions to the 3d quintic GP hierarchy in the scaling-
critical case is the generally infinite cardinality of the support of the measure µ in the statement
of the quantum de Finetti theorem, Theorem 2.1.
To compare scaling-critical and subcritical regimes, we provide a uniqueness theorem for the 3d
quintic Hartree hierarchy. The 3d quintic Hartree hierarchy is also an infinite hierarchy as (1.1).
However the contraction operator Bj,k`1,k`2 in (1.4) is replaced by
Bj;k`1,k`2γpk`2qpt, xk;x1kq
:“
ż
dxk`1dxk`2dx1k`1dx1k`2
V pxj ´ xk`1, xj ´ xk`2qV pxj ´ x1k`1, xj ´ x1k`2qγpk`2qpt, xk`2;x1k`2q (1.12)
´
ż
dxk`1dxk`2dx1k`1dx1k`2
V px1j ´ xk`1, x1j ´ xk`2qV px1j ´ x1k`1, x1j ´ x1k`2qγpk`2qpt, xk`2;x1k`2q.
Note that the 3d quintic Hartree equation is subcritical in L8tPr0,T qH
1 if the three-particle interac-
tion potential V is less singular than the product of delta functions. This is, if V p¨, ¨q P Lrx,ypR3ˆR3q
for some r ą 1. In this case, we can show unconditional uniqueness for the 3d quintic Hartree hi-
erarchy without a smallness assumption.
Theorem 1.2 (Unconditional uniqueness for the quintic Hartree hierarchy). Suppose that V p¨, ¨q P
Lrx,ypR3 ˆ R3q for some r ą 1. Let tγpkqptqukPN P 9H1 be a mild solution to the quintic Hartree
hierarchy (1.7) with initial data tγpkqp0qukPN, which is either admissible or a limiting hierarchy for
each t. If there exists M ą 0 such that Tr p|Rpk,1qγpkq|q ă M2k for all t P r0, T q, then tγpkqptqukPN
is the only such solution for the given initial data.
1.2. Related works. The background work in this line goes back to the derivation of Schro¨dinger
type equations from interacting particle systems. In the pioneering works by Hepp [14], Spohn [22]
and in a series of more recent breakthroughs by Erdo¨s, Schlein and Yau [9, 10, 11, 12], the authors
derived the cubic NLS in R3. A major ingredient in this derivation is the establishment the unique-
ness of solutions to the corresponding GP hierarchy. The proof of uniqueness by Erdo¨s-Schlein-Yau
requires sophisticated Feynman graph expansions. Later, Klainerman and Machedon [19] rephrased
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this as a board game argument to provide an alternative approach to prove uniqueness of solutions.
However, the result in [19] is conditional in that the solutions that satisfy an a-priori space-time
bound assumption. This assumption is used by Kirkpatrick, Schlein, and Staffilani [18] in two
dimensional settings for compact and non-compact domains.
A recent new proof on the unconditional uniqueness of 3d cubic GP hierarchy was initiated by
T.Chen, Hainzl, Pavlovic´ and Seringer [4] using the quantum de Finetti theorem. The quantum de
Finetti theorem is a quantum analogue of the Hewitt-Savage theorem in probability theory. The
strong version of the quantum de Finetti theorem (see 2.1) asserts that an infinite sequence of ad-
missible marginal density matrices can be expressed as an average over factorized states. However,
for each t, the limiting hierarchies of density matrices do not necessarily satisfy admissibility. In
this case, one uses the weak version of the de Finetti theorem (see 2.2). This is necessary when
working with the BBGKY hierarchy approach for the derivation of NLS as in [9, 10, 11, 12], where
one starts with a finite BBGKY hierarchy of N equations for the bosonic N -particle system (see
(2.1) in [10]). In this case, the GP hierarchy of equations is obtained by taking N Ñ 8 in the
finite hierarchy. As part of the derivation, one proves that the weak-˚ limit of solutions γpkqN to the
BBGKY hierarchy solve the infinite GP hierarchy.
By taking advantage of the quantum de Finetti theorems that give an alternative factorized
formula for the solutions to the hierarchy, the authors of [15] established unconditional uniqueness
for cubic GP hierarchy at the same regularity level of the corresponding NLS. Others have also used
the de Finetti theorem to prove unconditional uniqueness for GP hierarchies in various settings.
In [21], V. Sohinger adapted the method from [4] to cubic GP hierarchy in a periodic setting. In [6],
X.Chen-Smith studied a Chen-Simon-Schro¨digner hierarchy.
1.3. Strategy of the proof. We prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 in the framework of Chen-
Hainzl-Pavlovic´-Seringer [4]. Due to the linearity of the hierarchy, it suffices to show that solutions
solution having a zero initial are the zero solution. In our proof, we iterate the Duhamel formula
(1.7) with zero initial data n times, resulting in a number of terms that grows factorially in n.
We reduce the number of terms by the Erdo¨s-Schlein-Yau combinatorial argument in Klainerman-
Machedon’s formulation [19]. The quintic version of this combinatoric reduction was used by
Chen-Pavlovic in [5]. We use it for the 3d quintic GP and Hartee hierarchies without modification.
Next, we apply the quantum de Finetti theorem to write each term as an integral sum of factorized
states, and reorganize them using a tree-graph structure (see Figure 1 below) which extends the
tree-graph in Chen-Hainzl-Pavlovic´-Seiringer [4]. Then, we iteratively estimate the n integrals. In
each step, we apply our multilinear estimates, which can be found in Appendix A. Finally, we send
nÑ8 and find that solutions having zero initial data must be the zero solution.
In our previous work [15], we proved unconditional uniqueness for the cubic GP hierarchy in
a low regularity setting, using a similar approach. In [15], our key ingredients were the trilinear
estimates p2.19q, p2.21q and p2.23q in Lemma 2.6. These estimates are based on the dispersive
estimates
}eit∆f}LppRdq À |t|´dp
1
2
´ 1
p
q}f}Lp1 pRdq, p ě 2, (1.13)
and negative order Sobolev norm estimates (Lemma A.3 in [15]). In the proof, we applied these esti-
mates to the reorganized integrals iteratively together with multilinear estimates based on Strichartz
estimates (p2.20q, p2.22q and p2.24q in Lemma 2.6). We remark that the use of dispersive estimates
is crucial in obtaining the optimal subcritical low regularity uniqueness theorem. The dispersive
estimates don’t work in the scaling-critical space, however. Roughly speaking, this is due to the
failure of integrability (in time) of the bound in (1.13). For instance, if one tries to prove uniqueness
for the 3d quintic GP hierarchy in L8tPr0,T qH
1 by the same approach, one should choose p “ 6 for
the multilinear estimate. Then, the bound in (1.13) is not integrable in time.
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In the present work, instead of using dispersive estimates, we use multilinear estimates (Propo-
sition A.1 and Propositions A.3) that are based on by Strichartz estimates and a negative order
Sobolev norm bound. In the case of the Hartree hierarchy, we also make use of a convolution
estimates of W. Beckner [2].
1.4. Notation. In order to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 at the same time, we define
V8py, zq :“
#
V py, zq, for the Hatree hierarchy.
λ δpyqδpzq, for the GP hierarchy. (1.14)
With this notation, we can now combine definitions (1.4) and (1.12) of Bj;k`1,k`2 for the GP
hierarchy and the Hartree hierarchy, respectively, as follows.
Bj;k`1,k`2γpk`2qpt, xk;x1kq
:“
ż
dxk`1dxk`2dx1k`1dx1k`2
V8pxj ´ xk`1, xj ´ xk`2qV8pxj ´ x1k`1, xj ´ x1k`2qγpk`2qpt, xk`2;x1k`2q (1.15)
´
ż
dxk`1dxk`2dx1k`1dx1k`2
V8px1j ´ xk`1, x1j ´ xk`2qV8px1j ´ x1k`1, x1j ´ x1k`2qγpk`2qpt, xk`2;x1k`2q.
1.5. Organization of the paper. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the
road map for the proof of the main theorems and reduce the the main theorems to Proposition 2.1.
We illustrate with an example how to factorize solutions in section 3. In section 4, we introduce
tree graphs to illustrate our decomposition of each factor, and present properties of the associated
kernels. The proof of Proposition 2.1 occupies section 5. In appendix A, we prove several multilinear
estimates that we use section 5.
2. Outline of the Proof
We describe the strategy to prove uniqueness in more detail.
2.1. Setup. Let tγpkq1 ptqukPN and tγpkq2 ptqukPN be two mild solutions in L8tPr0,T q 9H1 that solve (1.7)
with the same initial data, and are either admissible or limiting hierarchies. To prove uniqueness,
we will show that their difference tγpkqptqukPN, given by
γpkqptq :“ γpkq1 ptq ´ γpkq2 ptq, k P N, (2.1)
is zero. By linearity, the difference tγpkqptqukPN solves the GP (or Hartree) hierarchy with zero
initial data. Therefore, it suffices to prove the following.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that tγpkqptqukPN is a mild solution to (1.1) with zero initial data, and
that it is either admissible or a limiting hierarchy.
piq If tγpkqptqukPN solves the quintic GP hierarchy and }tγpkqptqukPN}L8
tPr0,T q 9H1
is sufficiently small,
then
Trp|Rpk,´1qγpkqptq|q “ 0, @k P N. (2.2)
piiq If tγpkqptqukPN solves the quintic Hartree hierarchy and V P L1`, then (2.2) holds.
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2.2. Duhamel expansion. To show (2.2), we first generate a Duhamel expansion as follows. For
each k P N, γpkqptq solves
γpkqptq “ iλ
kÿ
j“1
ż t
0
U pkqpt´ t1qBj;k`1,k`2γpk`2qpt1qdt1. (2.3)
Fix k P N. Iterating the integral equation (2.3) pn´ 1q times, we write
γpkqptq “ piλqn
ż
tnď¨¨¨ďt1ďt
U pkqpt´ t1qBk`2 ¨ ¨ ¨U pk`2n´2qptn´1 ´ tnqBk`2nγpk`2nqptnqdt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtn.
(2.4)
Here, for each r ě 1, the combined contraction operator is the sum of k` 2pr´ 1q many operators,
Bk`2r :“
k`2pr´1qÿ
j“1
Bj;k`2r´1,k`2r.
For notational convenience, we introduce the following notation.
U
piq
j,j1 :“ U piqptj ´ tj1q,
tn :“ pt, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq, t0 “ t,
Jkptnq :“ U pkq0,1Bk`2U pk`2q1,2 Bk`4 ¨ ¨ ¨U pk`2n´2qn´1,n Bk`2nγpk`2nqptnq.
Then γpkqptq in (2.4) can be expressed in a compact form as
γpkqptq “ piλqn
ż
tnď¨¨¨ďt1ďt
Jkptnqdtn. (2.5)
One may have observed that for fixed k, the number of terms in Jkptnq is kpk`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pk`2n´2q „
Opp2nq!q. This factorial growth on the number of Duhamel expansion terms is the first difficulty
before we proceed with the proof of proposition 2.1. As a preparation, we will present a summary
of the combinatorial reduction process in section 2.3 to reduce Jkptnq into a smaller number of
terms that we can control.
2.3. Combinatorial reduction. In the celebrated works [9, 10, 11, 12], Erdo¨s-Schlein-Yau devel-
oped a sophisticated combinatorial arguments to reduce the number of Duhamel terms. Later,
Klainerman and Machedon [19] rephrased this as a board game, which was extended to the quintic
GP hierarchy by Chen-Pavlovic´ in [5]. Since we will use the same arguments, we only present the
notation and key reduction steps in this section. We refer the readers to [5] for the proofs of the
related lemmas and theorems.
Let σ be a map from tk` 1, k` 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k` 2n´ 1u to t1, 2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k` 2n´ 2u such that σp2q “ 1
and σpjq ă j for all j. Mk,n denotes the set of all such mappings. Then we have that
Jkptnq “
ÿ
σPMk,n
Jkptn;σq, (2.6)
where
Jkptn;σq “ U pkq0,1Bσpk`1q;k`1,k`2U pk`2q1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨U pk`2n´2qn´1,n Bσpk`2n´1q;k`2n´1,k`2npγpk`2nqptnqq (2.7)
is a basic term in Jkptnq.
Next, for each σ P Mk,n there is a pk ` 2n ´ 1q ˆ n matrix corresponding to it. This matrix
can be reduced to a special upper echelon matrix that corresponds to σs via finite many so called
acceptable moves. This transformation defines an equivalence relation among all the maps in Mk,n.
If σ and σs are equivalent, we denote this equivalence by σ „ σs. From each equivalence classes,
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we pick one map that corresponds to a special upper echelon matrix, denote it by σs. Theorem 7.4
in [5] confirms that there is a subset Dσs,t Ă r0, tsn, such thatÿ
σ„σs
ż t
0
...
ż tn´1
0
Jkptn;σqdt1 . . . dtn “
ż
Dσs,t
Jkptn;σsqdt1 . . . dtn. (2.8)
Hence we have a new formula for γpkqptq
γpkqptq “
ÿ
σPMsk,n
ż
Dσ,t
Jkptn;σqdtn, (2.9)
where Msk,n is the union of all maps that correspond to special upper echelon matrices. By Lemma
7.3 of [5], #pMsk,nq ď 2k`3n´2. ;
2.4. Quantum de Finetti theorem. After decomposing γpkq into a sum, we use the quantum de
Finetti theorems to express each term in a factorized form. The quantum de Finetti theorem has
a strong and weak version, and pertains to to bosonic density matrices that are either admissible
or obtained as a weak-˚ limit, respectively. We state both the strong and weak versions [20] below
to be used in section 2.3.
Theorem 2.1 (Strong quantum de Finetti theorem). If a sequence tγpkqukPN of bosonic density
matrices on L2sympR3kq is admissible, then there exists a unique Borel probability measure µ, sup-
ported on the unit sphere S Ă L2pR3q and invariant under multiplication of φ P L2pR3q by complex
numbers of modulus one, such that
γpkq “
ż
dµpφqp|φyxφ|qbk, k P N. (2.10)
Theorem 2.2 (Weak quantum de Finetti theorem). If a sequence tγpkqukPN of bosonic density
matrices on L2sympR3kq is a limiting hierarchy, then there exists a unique Borel probability measure
µ, supported on the unit ball B Ă L2pR3q and invariant under multiplication of φ P L2pR3q by
complex numbers of modulus one, such that (2.10) holds.
There are different formulations of these theorems that are used in different settings. The
formulation for density matrices was presented in a paper Lewin, Nam and Rougerie [20], and
in a paper by Ammari and Nier [1]. For additional results related the de Finetti theorems, we refer
the reader to Diaconis and Freedman [8], Hudson and Moody [16], and Stormer [23].
To make sure the de Finetti theorems are applicable, we note that if tγpkq1 uk and tγpkq2 uk are
admissible, then so is tγpkquk. Similarly, if both tγpkq1 uk and tγpkq2 uk are obtained from a weak-˚
limit, then so is tγpkquk. Thus by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we obtain
γpkqptq “
ÿ
σPMsk,n
ż
Dσ,t
dtn
ż
dµtnJ
kptn;σq. (2.11)
where
Jkptn;σq “ U pkq0,1Bσpk`1q;k`1,k`2U pk`2q1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨U pk`2n´2qn´1,n Bσpk`2n´1q;k`2n´1,k`2np|φyxφ|qpk`2nq. (2.12)
We remark that Jkptn;σq “ Jkptn;σ;xk;x1kq depends on xk, x1k. We omit the spatial variables
for simplicity. We note that each factor in
p|φyxφ|qpk`2nqpxk`2n;x1k`2nq “
k`2nź
i“1
p|φyxφ|qpxi;x1iq
;The multiplier 2k`3n´2 is affordable to us, since it can be absorbed in pCT qn.
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is a one-particle kernel, and that we can further decompose Jkptn;σq as
Jkpt, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tn;σ;xk;x1kq “
kź
j“1
J1j pt, tlj ,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tlj ,mj ;σj ;xj ;x1jq. (2.13)
To better explain the reduction procedure, we present an example in section 3, and then go back
to the general case in section 4.
3. Example Factorization
Consider k “ 2, n “ 4, and ρ a permutation of t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. The map σs is represented by the
following upper echelon matrix (each highlighted entry in a row is to the left of each highlighted
entry in a lower row) ¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
tρ´1p1q tρ´1p2q tρ´1p3q tρ´1p4q
B1;3,4 B1;5,6 B1;7,8 B1;9,10
B2;3,4 B2;5,6 B2;7,8 B2,9,10
0 B3;5,6 B3;7,8 B3;9,10
0 B4;5,6 B4;7,8 B4;9,10
0 0 B5;7,8 B5;9,10
0 0 B6;7,8 B6;9,10
0 0 0 B7;9,10
0 0 0 B8;9,10
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(3.1)
Then, we have
J2pt4;σq “ U p2q0,1B1;3,4U p4q1,2B2;5,6U p6q2,3B4;7,8U p8q3,4B4;9,10. (3.2)
We will organize the terms in expansion of J2pt4;σq into two one-particle density matrices by
examining the effect of the contraction operators starting with the last one on the RHS of (3.2).
We denote each factor in the last term p|φy xφ|qb10 by ui, ordered by increasing index i, so that
p|φy xφ|qb10 “ b10i“1ui.
First of all, in (3.2), the last interaction operator B4;9,10 contracts the factor u4, u9 and u10, and
leaves all other factors unchanged.
B4;9,10pb10i“1uiq “ u1 b u2 b u3 bΘ4 b u5 ¨ ¨ ¨ b u8, (3.3)
where
Θ4 :“ B1;2,3pu4 b u9 b u10q.
The index α in Θα associates Θα to the α-th interaction operator from the left in (3.2). Since we
only run the expansion to the n-th level, we have 1 ď α ď n. In this specific case, n “ 4, and the
4th interaction operator is B4;9,10.
Next, B4;7,8 contracts U
p8q
3,4 Θ4, U
p8q
3,4u7 and U
p8q
3,4u8.
B4;7,8U
p8q
3,4 p(3.3)q “ pU p3q3,4 pu1 b u2 b u3qq bΘ3 b pU p2q3,4 pu5 b u6qq, (3.4)
where
Θ3 :“ B1;2,3ppU p1q3,4 Θ4q b pU p1q3,4u7q b pU p1q3,4u8qq.
Then, by the semigroup property, U
piq
2,3U
piq
3,4 “ U piq2,4. The operator B2;5,6 contracts U p1q2,4u2, U p1q2,4u5
and U
p1q
2,4u6, which correspond to the 2nd, 5th, and 6th factors in (3.4). The other factors are left
invariant.
B2;5,6U
p6q
2,3 p(3.4)q “ pU p1q2,4u1q bΘ2 b pU p1q2,4u3q b pU p1q2,3 Θ3q, (3.5)
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where
Θ2 “ B1;2,3pU p3q2,4 pu2 b u5 b u6qq.
Finally, B1;3,4 contracts U
p1q
1,4u1, U
p1q
1,4u3, and U
p1q
1,3 Θ3 and leaves other factors unchanged.
B1;3,4U
p4q
1,2 p(3.5)q “ Θ1 b pU p1q1,2 Θ2q, (3.6)
where
Θ1 “ B1;2,3ppU p1q1,4u1q b pU p1q1,4u3q b pU p1q1,3 Θ3qq.
Therefore, J2 can be factorized as
J2 “ pU p1q0,1 Θ1q b pU p1q0,2 Θ2q :“ J11 b J12 . (3.7)
Now J2 in (3.7) has two factors J1j (note j ď k “ 2), which are 1-particle matrices. The reason
we have such a decomposition is that Bσ1prq;r,r`1 only affects three ui each time, and as the con-
traction processes, all the ui might be divided into different groups by the contraction connectivity.
For j “ 1, after replacing back ui “ |φy xφ|, i ď k ` 2n “ 10, we have
J11 “ U p1q0,1B1;2,3U p2q1,3B3;4,5U p3q3,4B3;6,7p|φy xφ|qb7 (3.8)
where we relabel the index in operators Bσ1prq;r,r`1 such that the interaction operators in (3.8)
correspond to B1;3,4, B4;7,8, B4;9,10 respectively, and leave the connectivity structure among them
unchanged. The labeling of function σ1 (see the notation in (2.13)) takes values σ1p2q “ 1, σ1p4q “ 3,
and σ1p6q “ 3.
For j “ 2, we perform the relabeling in the same spirit find that
J12 “ U p1q0,2B1;2,3U p3q2,4 p|φy xφ|qb3, (3.9)
where σ2p2q “ 1.
We note that for any ` ă `1, the interaction operators Bσp`q;`,``1 and Bσp`1q;`1,`1`1 in J2 (which
are highlighted in (3.1)) belong to the same factor J1j if either σp`q “ σp`1q or σp`1q “ `. In such
cases, we consider them as being connected. This connectivity structure is exactly the key point of
the Duhamel terms that we want to illustrate using tree graphs. We include the detailed definitions
and descriptions in section 4.
We further note that each σj can be viewed as the restriction of σ to J
1
j . We call factors that
have a free propagator applied to each φ (like J12 ) regular, and factors that have the contractions
of p|φy xφ|qb3 without free propagator in between (like J11 ) distinguished.
4. Tree graphs for the general case
4.1. The tree graphs. We begin by recalling that, from (2.12), Jk is given by
Jkptn;σq “ U pkq0,1Bσpk`1q;k`1,k`2U pk`2q1,2 ¨ ¨ ¨U pk`2n´2qn´1,n Bσpk`2n´1q;k`2n´1,k`2np|φyxφ|qbpk`2nq.
where
p|φyxφ|qbpk`2nqpxk`2n;x1k`2nq “
k`2nź
i“1
p|φyxφ|qpxi;x1iq
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is a product of one-particle kernels. Since the free evolution operators U
piq
j,j1 and the contraction
operators Bσprq;r,r`1 preserve the product structure, it follows that we can also decompose
Jkpt, t1, . . . , tn;σ;xk;x1kq “
kź
j“1
J1j pt, t`j,1 , . . . , t`j,mj ;σj ;xj ;x1jq (4.1)
into a product of one-particle kernels J1j . We associate to this decomposition k disjoint tree graphs
τ1, τ2, . . . , τk. These graphs appear as skeleton graphs in [9,10,11,12]. As in [4,15], we assign root,
internal, and leaf vertices to each tree τj .
‚ A root vertex labeled as Wj , j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k, to represent J1j pxj ;x1jq.‚ An internal vertex labeled by v`, ` “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, corresponding to Bσpk`2`´1q;k`2`´1,k`2`
and attached to the time variable t`.
‚ A leaf vertex ui, i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k ` 2n, representing each factor p|φy xφ|qpxi;x1iq.
Next, we connect the vertices with edges, as described below.
‚ If v` is the smallest value of ` such that σpk ` 2`´ 1q “ j, then we connect v` to the root
vertex Wj and write Wj „ v` (or equivalently Wj „ Bσpk`2`´1q;k`2`´1,k`2`). If there is no
internal vertex connected to a root vertex Wj , then we connect Wj to the leaf uj , and write
Wj „ uj .
‚ For any 1 ă ` ď n, if D`1 ą l such that σpk`2`´1q “ σpk`2`1´1q or σpk`2`1´1q “ k`2`´1,
then we connect v` and v`1 and write v` „ v`1 (or equivalently Bσpk`2`´1q;k`2`´1,k`2` „
Bσpk`2`1´1q;k`2`1´1,k`2`1). In this case, we call v` the parent vertex of v`1 , and v`1 the child
vertex of v`. We denote the three child vertices of v` by vk´p`q, vkp`q and vk`p`q, with
k´p`q ă kp`q ă k`p`q.
‚ When there is no internal vertex with `1 ą l and k ` 2` ´ 1 “ σpk ` 2`1 ´ 1q, we con-
nect v` to the leaf vertices uk`2`´1, uk`2` and write v` „ puk`2`´1, uk`2`q (or equivalently
Bσpk`2`´1q;k`2`´1,k`2` „ puk`2`´1, uk`2`q).
We remark that it follows from the construction above that each root vertex has only one child
vertex, and each internal vertex has exactly three child vertices (which can be either internal and
leaf). We call the tree τj distinguished if vn P τj , and regular if vn R τj . The three leaves con-
nected to vn are called distinguished leaf vertices, and all other leaves are called regular leaf vertices.
Clearly, there are k ´ 1 regular trees and one distinguished tree in each tree graph.
A sample tree graph is given in Figure 1, for Jk as in (3.2). Each tree τj has root vertex
Wj , for j “ 1, 2. The leaf vertices u1, u3, u4, u7, u8, u9, u10 and the internal vertices v1, v3, v4 (or
B1;3,4, B4;7,8, B4;9,10) are distinguished. τ1 is the distinguished tree, and is drawn with thick edges.
Tree τ2 with vertices W2, v2, u2, u5, u6 is the regular tree, and is drawn with thin edges.
4.2. The distinguished one particle kernel J1j . Let τj denote the distinguished tree graph. It
has mj internal vertices pv`j ,αqmjα“1 and 2mj`1 leaf vertices puj,iq2mj`1i“1 . We enumerate the internal
vertices with α P t1, . . . ,mju and the leaf vertices with α P tmj ` 1, . . . , 3mj ` 1u. To simplify
notation, we refer to the vertex vj,α by its label α. We observe that J
1
j has the form
J1j pt, t`j,1 , . . . , t`j ,mj ;σjq (4.2)
“ U p1qpt´ t1q ¨ ¨ ¨U p1qpt`j,1´1 ´ t`j,1qBσjp2q;2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨Bσjp2α´2q;2α´2,2α´1U p2α´1qpt`j,α´1 ´ t`j,α´1`1q ¨ ¨ ¨U p2α´1qpt`j,α´1 ´ t`j,αqBσjp2αq;2α,2α`1 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨U p2mj´1qpt`j ,mj´1 ´ t`j ,mj qBσjp2mjq,2mj ,2mj`1p|φyxφ|qbp2mj`1q.
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Figure 1. An example tree graph for Jk. It is a disjoint union of two trees τ1 and τ2
with root vertices W1 and W2, respectively. Each tree corresponds to a one-particle
kernel in the example in section 3, where k “ 2 and n “ 4.
By the semigroup property
U pαqptqU pαqpsq “ U pαqpt` sq,
and the fact that σjp2q “ 1, (4.2) reduces to
J1j pt, t`j,1 , . . . , t`j ,mj ;σjq (4.3)
“ U p1qpt´ t`j,1qB1;2,3 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨Bσjp2α´2q;2α´2,2α´1U p2α´1qpt`j,α´1 ´ t`j,αqBσjp2αq;2α,2α`1 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨U p2mj´1qpt`j ,mj´1 ´ t`j ,mj qBσjp2mjq;2mj ,2mj`1p|φyxφ|qbp2mj`1q,
where `j,mj “ n.
4.3. Definition of the kernels Θα at the vertices of the distinguished tree graph. In this
section, we proceed as in [4], and recursively assign a kernel Θα to each vertex α of the distinguished
tree graph. The kernels at the vertices of the regular tree graph are defined similarly. We begin by
assigning the kernel
Θαpx;x1q :“ φpxqφpx1q
to the leaf vertex with label α P tmj ` 1, . . . , 3mj ` 1u.
Next, we determine Θmj at the distinguished vertex α “ mj from the term on the last line of
(4.3), given by
Bσjp2mjq;2mj ,2mj`1p|φyxφ|qbp2mj`1q “ p|φyxφ|qbpσjp2mjq´1q bΘmj b p|φyxφ|qbp2mj`1´σjp2mjq´2q
where
Θmj px;x1q :“ ψ˜pxqφpx1q ´ φpxqψ˜px1q (4.4)
with ψ˜ :“ |φ|4φ. It is obtained from contracting three copies of |φyxφ| at the three leaf vertices
κ´pmjq, κpmjq, κ`pmjq which have mj as their parent vertex.
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Now we are ready to begin the induction. Let α P t1, . . . ,mj ´ 1u. Suppose that the kernels Θα1
have been determined for all α1 ą α. We let κ´pαq, κpαq, κ`pαq label the three child vertices (of
internal or leaf type) of α. Since Θκ´pαq,Θκpαq, and Θκ`pαq have already been determined, we can
now define
Θαpx;x1q
“ B1;2,3ppU p1qptα ´ tκ´pαqqΘκ´pαqq b pU p1qptα ´ tκpαqqΘκpαqq b pU p1qptα ´ tκ`pαqqΘκ`pαqqqpx;x1q.
The induction ends when we obtain the kernel Θ1 at α “ 1.
4.4. Key properties of the kernels Θα. As in [4], we observe that the kernels Θα satisfy the
following properties.
‚ Θα can be written as a sum of differences of factorized kernels
Θαpx;x1q “
ÿ
βα
cαβαχ
α
βαpxqψαβαpx1q (4.5)
with at most 2mj´α nonzero coefficients cαβα P t1,´1u.
‚ The product χαβαpxqψαβαpx1q in (4.5) above is either of the form
χαβαpxqψαβαpx1q “ pUα;κ´pαqχ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
qpxqpUα;κ´pαqψκ´pαqβκ´pαqqpx
1q
A
„
V8, pUα;κpαqχκpαqβκpαqqpUα;κpαqψ
κpαq
βκpαqq,
pUα;κ`pαqχκ`pαqβκ`pαqqpUα;κ`pαqψ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
q

pxq (4.6)
or
χαβαpxqψαβαpx1q “ pUα;κ´pαqχ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
qpxqpUα;κ´pαqψκ´pαqβκ´pαqqpx
1q
A
„
V8, pUα;κpαqχκpαqβκpαqqpUα;κpαqψ
κpαq
βκpαqq,
pUα;κ`pαqχκ`pαqβκ`pαqqpUα;κ`pαqψ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
q

px1q (4.7)
for some values of βκ´pαq, βκpαq, βκ`pαq that depend on βα. The trilinear operator A is
defines as
ArV8, f, gspxq :“
ż ż
V8px´ y1, x´ y2qfpy1qgpy2q dy1 dy2. (4.8)
Observe that above, the function χαβα is either of the quintic form
χαβαpxq “ pUα;κ´pαqχκ´pαqβκ´pαqqpxq
A
„
V8, pUα;κpαqχκpαqβκpαqqpUα;κpαqψ
κpαq
βκpαqq, (4.9)
pUα;κ`pαqχκ`pαqβκ`pαqqpUα;κ`pαqψ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
q

pxq (4.10)
or the linear form
χαβαpxq “ pUα;κ´pαqχκ´pαqβκ´pαqqpxq. (4.11)
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Accordingly, ψαβα respectively is either of linear or quintic form, and the product χ
α
βα
pxqψαβαpx1q
always has sextic form (4.6) or (4.7).
‚ We call the functions χαβα , ψαβα in the sum (4.5) distinguished if they are a function of
|φ|4φ. In the product on the right hand side of (4.6), respectively (4.7), at most one of
the six factors is distinguished. Indeed, this is true for all regular leaf vertices, and for the
distinguished vertex (4.4). By induction along decreasing values of α, it is also true for the
internal vertices.
As in [4], we make the following assumption, which simplifies the notation without loss of gen-
erality.
Hypothesis 4.1. We assume that only the functions ψ1β1 and pψ
κq`p1q
β
κ
q
`p1q
q are distinguished, where
we define
κq`p1q :“ κ`pκ`p. . . pκ`looooooomooooooon
q times
p1qq . . . qq.
5. Proof of Proposition 2.1
In this section, we prove Proposition 2.1. To simplify notation, we denote the time variable t`j ,α
by tα. We denote the subtree of τj with root at the vertex α by τj,α, and letż „ ź
α1Pτj,α
dtα1

:“
ż
r0,T qdα
„ ź
α1Pτj,α
dtα1

be integration with respect to all time variables attached to the internal and root vertices of the
subtree τj,α. Here, the total number of internal and root vertices of the tree τj,α is denoted by dα.
Lemma 5.1. For V8 P L 11´ pR6q with small  ě 0 (or V8py, zq “ λδ0pyqδ0pzq with  “ 0 and
}V8}L1 :“ λ), we have the 9H´1 boundż „ ź
α1Pτj,α
dtα1

}ψαβα} 9H´1}χαβα} 9H1
ď CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż „ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαq
dtα1

}ψκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}χ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
} 9H1
¨
ż „ ź
α1Pτj,κpαq
dtα1

}ψκpαqβκpαq} 9H1}χ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1
¨
ż „ ź
α1Pτj,κ`pαq
dtα1

}ψκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H´1}χ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H1 (5.1)
and the 9H1 bound ż „ ź
α1Pτj,α
dtα1

}ψαβα} 9H1}χαβα} 9H1
ď CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż „ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαq
dtα1

}ψκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}χ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
} 9H1
¨
ż „ ź
α1Pτj,κpαq
dtα1

}ψκpαqβκpαq} 9H1}χ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1
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¨
ż „ ź
α1Pτj,κ`pαq
dtα1

}ψκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H1}χ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H1 . (5.2)
Proof. To prove (5.1), we apply the bound (A.3) (or (A.1)) to (4.6) and (4.7) and obtainż „ ź
α1Pτj,α
dtα1

}ψαβα} 9H´1}χαβα} 9H1
ď CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż
r0,T qdα´1
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαqYτj,κpαqYτj;κ`pαq
dtα1

}χκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1
¨ }ψκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}χ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1}ψ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1}χ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H1}ψκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H´1
“ CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż
r0,T qdκ´pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαq
dtα1

}χκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}ψ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
} 9H1
¨
ż
r0,T qdκ´pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κpαq
dtα1

}χκpαqβκpαq} 9H1}ψ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1
¨
ż
r0,T qdκ`pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ`pαq
dtα1

}χκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H1}ψ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H´1 .
In the second step, we performed the tα integral. In the second step, we used the fact that the
terms ψαβα , χ
α
βα
depend only on the time variables tα1 attached to the vertices of the subtree τj,α.
To prove (5.2), we apply the bound (A.4) (or (A.2)) to (4.6) and (4.7) and obtainż „ ź
α1Pτj,α
dtα1

}ψαβα} 9H1}χαβα} 9H1
ď CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż
r0,T qdα´1
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαqYτj,κpαqYτj;κ`pαq
dtα1

}χκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1
¨ }ψκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}χ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1}ψ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1}χ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H1}ψκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H1
“ CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż
r0,T qdκ´pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαq
dtα1

}χκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}ψ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
} 9H1
¨
ż
r0,T qdκ´pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κpαq
dtα1

}χκpαqβκpαq} 9H1}ψ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1
¨
ż
r0,T qdκ`pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ`pαq
dtα1

}χκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H1}ψ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H1 .

We now recursively apply the bounds in the statement Lemma 5.1 to conclude the proof of
uniqueness of solutions to the quintic GP and Hartree hierarchy.
Proposition 5.2. For the distinguished tree τj, we have the boundż
r0,T qmj´1
dt1 . . . dtmj´1Tr
ˆ ˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qJ1j pt, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tmj ;σjq
ˇˇˇˇ ˙
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ď 2mjCmj´1T 3pmj´1q}V8}mj´1
L
1
1´
}φ}4mj´39H1 }ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ} 9H´1 . (5.3)
Proof.ż
r0,T qmj´1
dt1 . . . dtmj´1Tr
ˆ ˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qJ1j pt, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tmj ;σjq
ˇˇˇˇ ˙
“
ż
r0,T qmj´1
dt1 . . . dtmj´1Tr
ˆ ˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qU p1qpt´ t1qΘ1
ˇˇˇˇ ˙
ď
ÿ
β1
ż
r0,T qmj´1
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtmj´1}ψ1β1} 9H´1}χ1β1} 9H´1
ď
ÿ
β1
ż
r0,T qmj´1
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtmj´1}ψ1β1} 9H´1}χ1β1} 9H1
ď
ÿ
βκ´p1q,βκp1q,βκ`p1q
CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
ż
r0,T qdκ´pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ´pαq
dtα1

}χκ´pαqβκ´pαq} 9H1}ψ
κ´pαq
βκ´pαq
} 9H1 (5.4)
¨
ż
r0,T qdκpαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κpαq
dtα1

}χκpαqβκpαq} 9H1}ψ
κpαq
βκpαq} 9H1 (5.5)
¨
ż
r0,T qdκ`pαq
„ ź
α1Pτj,κ`pαq
dtα1

}χκ`pαqβκ`pαq} 9H1}ψ
κ`pαq
βκ`pαq
} 9H´1 (5.6)
In the last step, we performed the t1 integral using (5.1). Now, to bound (5.4) and (5.5), we iterate
the H1 bound (5.2). To bound (5.6), we iterate both (5.1) and (5.2). This establishes (5.3). 
Proposition 5.3. For the regular tree τj, we have the boundż
r0,T qmj
dt1 . . . dtmjTr
ˆ ˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qJ1j pt, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tmj ;σjq
ˇˇˇˇ ˙
ď 2mjCmjT 3mj}φ}4mj`29H1 . (5.7)
Proof. ż
r0,T qmj
dt1 . . . dtmjTr
ˆ ˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qJ1j pt, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tmj ;σjq
ˇˇˇˇ ˙
“
ż
r0,T qmj
dt1 . . . dtmjTr
ˆ ˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qU p1qpt´ t1qΘ1
ˇˇˇˇ ˙
ď
ÿ
β1
ż
r0,T qmj
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtmj}ψ1β1} 9H´1}χ1β1} 9H´1
ď
ÿ
β1
ż
r0,T qmj
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtmj}ψ1β1} 9H1}χ1β1} 9H1
From here, we iterate the 9H1 bound (5.2) to obtain (5.7). 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that V8 P L 11´ . Then
}ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ} 9H´1 À
#}V8}L1}φ}59H1 , if  “ 0
}V8}
L
1
1´ }φ}5H1 , if  ą 0.
Notice that when  ą 0, we measure the norm of φ in the non-homogeneous Sobolev space H1.
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Proof. By Strichartz estimates, Sobolev embedding, and Theorem A.1, we have
}ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ} 9H´1
À }ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ}
L
6
5
ď }ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ}
L
3
2
}φ}L6
ď }V8}
L
1
1´ }|φ|2}2L 31`3 }φ}L6
“ }V8}
L
1
1´ }φ}4L 61`3 }φ}L6
À
#}V8}L1}φ}59H1 , if  “ 0
}V8}
L
1
1´ }φ}5H1 , if  ą 0.

We are now ready to conclude the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Recall from (4.1) that Jk can be decomposed into a product of k one-
particle kernels
Jkpt, t1, . . . , tn;σq “
kź
j“1
J1j pt, t`j,1 , . . . , t`j,mj ;σjq,
where only one of the factors J1j distinguished. It now follows from Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 thatż
r0,T qn´1
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtn´1Tr
ˆˇˇˇˇ
Rpk,´1qJkpt, t1, . . . , tn;σq
ˇˇˇˇ˙
“
ż
r0,T qn´1
dt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dtn´1
kź
j“1
Tr
ˆˇˇˇˇ
Rp1,´1qJ1j pt, t`j,1 , . . . , t`j,mj ;σjq
ˇˇˇˇ˙
ď 2nCn´1T 3pn´1q}V8}n´1
L
1
1´
}φ}4pk`nq´59H1 }ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ} 9H´1 .
Thus, by Lemma 5.4, the difference between two solutions γ :“ γ1 ´ γ2 satisfies
Tr|Rpk,´1qγpkq|
ď p#Mk,nq sup
σPMk,n
sup
i“1,2
ż
r0,T qn
dtn
ż
dµ
piq
tn pφqTrp|Rpk,´1qJkptn;σq|q
ď
ˆ
CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
˙n´1 ż T
0
dtn
ż
dµ
piq
tn pφq}φ}4pk`nq´59H1 }ArV8, |φ|2, |φ|2sφ} 9H´1
ď
$’’&’’%
ˆ
C}V8}L1
˙n şT
0 dtn
ş
dµ
piq
tn pφq}φ}4pk`nq9H1 , if  “ 0ˆ
CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
˙n´1
}V8}
L
1
1´
şT
0 dtn
ş
dµ
piq
tn pφq}φ}4pk`nqH1 , if  ą 0
ď
$’’&’’%
ˆ
C}V8}L1
˙n
TM4pk`nq, if  “ 0ˆ
CT 3}V8}
L
1
1´
˙n´1
}V8}
L
1
1´ TM
4pk`nq, if  ą 0
Ñ 0 as nÑ8
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for T sufficiently small if  ą 0, and for M sufficiently small if  “ 0. Thus Tr|Rpk,´1qγpkq| “ 0.
Combining this with the a-priori bound#
Tr|Rpk,1qγpkq| ăM2k, if  “ 0
Tr|Spk,1qγpkq| ăM2k, if  ą 0
yields the desired result. Namely,#
Tr|Rpk,1qγpkq| “ 0, if  “ 0
Tr|Spk,1qγpkq| “ 0, if  ą 0. 
Appendix A. Multilinear Estimates
In this section, we present the key multilinear estimates that we will use to prove our main
theorems. For the GP hierarchy, our key estimates are in Proposition A.1. The key estimates for
the Hartree hierarchy are in Propositions A.3.
Proposition A.1 (Multilinear estimates for GP).
}peit∆f1qpeit∆f2qpeit∆f3qpeit∆f4qpeit∆f5q}L1t 9H´1x À }f1} 9H´1
5ź
j“2
}fj} 9H1 , (A.1)
}peit∆f1qpeit∆f2qpeit∆f3qpeit∆f4qpeit∆f5q}L1t 9H1x À
5ź
j“1
}fj} 9H1 . (A.2)
For the proof, we need
Lemma A.2 (Negative Sobolev norm estimate).
}fg} 9H´1 À }f} 9W´1,6}g} 9W 1, 32 .
Proof. We prove the lemma by the standard duality argument, the product rule and the Sobolev
inequality. ż
fgh dx ď }f} 9W´1,6}gh} 9W 1, 65
À }f} 9W´1,6
ˆ
}g}L3}h} 9H1 ` }g} 9W 1, 32 }h}L6
˙
À }f} 9W´1,6}g} 9W 1, 32 }h}H1 .

Proof. By Lemma A.2, Sobolev embedding and Strichartz estimates, we prove that
}peit∆f1qpeit∆f2qpeit∆f3qpeit∆f4qpeit∆f5q}L1t 9H´1x
À }eit∆f1}L2tW´1,6x
›››› 5ź
j“2
eit∆fj
››››
L2t
9W
1, 32
x
À }f1} 9H´1
ˆ
}eit∆f2}L2t 9W 1,6x
5ź
j“3
}eit∆fj}L8t L6x ` three similar terms (by the product rule)
˙
À }f1} 9H´1
5ź
j“2
}fj} 9H1
and
}peit∆f1qpeit∆f2qpeit∆f3qpeit∆f4qpeit∆f5q}L1t 9H1x
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À }eit∆f1}L2t 9W 1,6x
5ź
j“2
}eit∆fj}L8tL12x ` four similar terms (by the product rule)
À }eit∆f1}L2t 9W 1,6x
5ź
j“2
}eit∆fj}
L8t
9W
1, 125
x
` four similar terms (by the product rule)
À
5ź
j“1
}fj} 9H1 .

Recall the definition of the the trilinear operator A in (4.8)
ArV8, f, gspxq :“
ż ż
V8px´ y1, x´ y2qfpy1qgpy2q dy1 dy2.
As an analogue of Proposition A.1, we prove:
Proposition A.3 (Multilinear estimates for Hartree). Let  ě 0. Then, we have
}ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs ¨ peit∆f5q}L1t 9H´1x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }fm} 9H´1
5ź
`“1
`‰m
}f`} 9H1 , @m “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5, (A.3)
and
}ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs ¨ peit∆f5q}L1t 9H1x À T
3}V8}
L
1
1´
5ź
`“1
}f`} 9H1 . (A.4)
We recall the convolution estimates in Beckner [2].
Theorem A.1. For 1 ă p ă q ă 8, 1 ă sk ă p1{q1, k “ 1, 2 and 1{q ` 2{p1 “ ř 1{sk, 2 ă p1{q1,
}ArV8, f, gs}LqpRdq ď }V8}LppR2dq}f}Ls1 pRdq}g}Ls2 pRdq. (A.5)
We note that Theorem A.1 also holds for p “ 1. Indeed, by the change of variables px´y, x´zq Ñ
py, zq, Minkowski’s inequality, and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have
}ArV8, f, gs}Lq “
›››› ż ż V8py, zqfpx´ yqgpx´ zq dy dz››››
Lqx
ď
ż ż
|V8py, zq| }fpx´ yqgpx´ zq}Lqx dy dz
ď
ż ż
|V8py, zq| }fpx´ yq}Ls1x }gpx´ zq}Ls2x dy dz
“ }V8}L1}f}Ls1 }g}Ls2 .
Proof of (A.4). For j P t1, 2, 3u, we have››››Bj„ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs ¨ peit∆f5q››››
L1tL
2
x
ď }ArV8, pBjeit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs ¨ peit∆f5q}L1tL2x
` four similar terms (by the product rule)
“: I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5.
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By Theorem A.1, Strichartz estimates, and Sobolev embedding,
I1 ď
››››}ArV8, pBjeit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs}
L
12
5
x
}peit∆f5q}L12x
››››
L1t
À }V8}
L
1
1´
››››}Bjeit∆f1eit∆f2}
L
4
1`8
x
}eit∆f3eit∆f4}L6x}peit∆f5q}L12x
››››
L1t
ď T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }Bjeit∆f1}L 21´6t L
6
1`12
x
5ź
`“2
}eit∆f`}L8tL12x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }Bjeit∆f1}L 21´6t L
6
1`12
x
5ź
`“2
}eit∆f`}
L8t
9W
1, 125
x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´
5ź
`“1
}f`} 9H1 .
and similarly for k P t2, 3, 4u. For k “ 5, we have
I5 ď
››››}ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs}L3x}Bjeit∆f5}L6x››››
L1t
À }V8}
L
1
1´
››››}eit∆f1eit∆f2}
L
6
1`12
x
}eit∆f3eit∆f4}L6x}Bjeit∆f5}L6x
››››
L1t
ď T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }eit∆f1}L 81´24t L
12
1`24
x
4ź
`“2
}eit∆f`}L8tL12x }Bjeit∆f5}L2tL6x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }eit∆f1}L 81´24t 9W
12
5`24
x
4ź
`“2
}eit∆f`}
L8t
9W
1, 125
x
}Bjeit∆f5}L2tL6x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´
5ź
`“1
}f`} 9H1 . 
Before we proceeds to the proof of (A.3), we define tP1, P2, P3u to be a conic decomposition of R3.
That is, Pj is a Fourier multiplier with symbol pj : R3 Ñ r0, 1s such that for ξ “ pξ1, ξ2, ξ3q P R3,
pjpξq “ 1 for ξ2j ě 2
ÿ
j1‰j
ξ2j1 ,
pjpξq “ 0 for ξ2j ď 12
ÿ
j1‰j
ξ2j1 , andÿ
j
pjpξq “ 1 for all ξ P R3.
Observe that |ξj | „ |ξ| on the support of pj .
Proof of (A.3) when m “ 5. For h P 9H1pR3q, we haveż
ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qspxqpeit∆f5qpxqhpxq dx
“
3ÿ
j“1
ż ż ż
V8py, zqBj
„
peit∆f1eit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zqhpxq

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ˆ pB´1j Pjeit∆f5qpxq dy dz dx
“
3ÿ
j“1
ż ż ż
V8py, zqpBjeit∆f1eit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zq
ˆ hpxqpB´1j Pjeit∆f5qpxq dy dz dx
` four similar terms (by the product rule)
“: I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5.
By duality, it now suffices to show that
}Ik}L1t À T 3}V8}L 11´ }f5} 9H´1
ˆ 4ź
`“1
}f`} 9H1
˙
}h} 9H1 (A.6)
holds for k P t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u. By Theorem A.1, Strichartz estimates, and Sobolev embedding, we have
}I1}L1t ď
3ÿ
j“1
››››} ż ż V8py, zqpBjeit∆f1eit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zq dy dz}
L
3
2
x
ˆ }B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L6x}h}L6x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
››››}V8}L 11´ }Bjeit∆f1eit∆f2}L 31`6 }eit∆f3eit∆f4}L3}B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L6x}h}L6x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }Bjeit∆f1}L 21´6t L
6
1`12
x
4ź
`“2
}eit∆f`}L8t L6x}B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L2tL6x}h}L6x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }f5} 9H´1
ˆ 4ź
`“1
}f`} 9H1
˙
}h} 9H1 ,
and similarly (A.6) holds for k P t2, 3, 4u. For k “ 5, we bound }I5}L1t by
3ÿ
j“1
››››} ż ż V8py, zqpeit∆f1eit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zq dy dz}L3x
ˆ }B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L6x}Bjh}L2x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
››››}V8}L 11´ }eit∆f1eit∆f2}L 61`12 }eit∆f3eit∆f4}L6}B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L6x}Bjh}L2x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
››››}V8}L 11´ 2ź
`“1
}eit∆f`}
L
12
1`12
x
4ź
m“3
}eit∆fm}L12x }B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L6x}Bjh}L2x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
T 3}V8}
L
1
1´
2ź
`“1
}eit∆f`}
L
8
1´12
t
9W
1, 125`12
x
4ź
m“3
}eit∆fm}
L8t
9W
1, 125
x
}B´1j Pjeit∆f5}L2tL6x}Bjh}L2x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }f5} 9H´1
ˆ 4ź
`“1
}f`} 9H1
˙
}h} 9H1 . 
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Proof of (A.3) when m ‰ 5. We present the proof for m “ 1, and note that the proof for m P
t2, 3, 4u is similar. i.e. we show that
}ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qs ¨ peit∆f5q}L1t 9H´1x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }f1} 9H´1
5ź
`“2
}f`} 9H1 .
For h P 9H1pR3q, we haveż
ArV8, peit∆f1eit∆f2q, peit∆f3eit∆f4qspxqpeit∆f5qpxqhpxq dx
“
3ÿ
j“1
ż ż ż
V8py, zqpB´1j Pjeit∆f1qpx´ yq
ˆ Bj
„
peit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zqpeit∆f5qpxqhpxq

dy dz dx
“
3ÿ
j“1
ż ż ż
V8py, zqpB´1j Pjeit∆f1 ¨ Bjeit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zq
ˆ peit∆f5qpxqhpxq dy dz dx
` four similar terms (by the product rule)
“: I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4 ` I5.
By duality, it now suffices to show that
}Ik}L1t À T 3}V8}L 11´ }f1} 9H´1
ˆ 5ź
`“2
}f`} 9H1
˙
}h} 9H1 (A.7)
holds for k P t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u. By Theorem A.1, Strichartz estimates, and Sobolev embedding, we have
}I1}L1t ď
3ÿ
j“1
››››} ż ż V8py, zqpB´1j Pjeit∆f1 ¨ Bjeit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zq dy dz}
L
3
2
x
ˆ }eit∆f5}L6x}h}L6x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
››››}V8}L 11´ }B´1j Pjeit∆f1 ¨ Bjeit∆f2}L 31`6 }eit∆f3eit∆f4}L3}eit∆f5}L6x}h}L6x
››››
L1t
À
3ÿ
j“1
T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }B´1j Pjeit∆f1}L 21´3t L
6
1`6
x
}Bjeit∆f2}
L
2
1´3
t L
6
1`6
x
5ź
`“3
}eit∆f`}L8t L6}h}L6
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }f1} 9H´1
ˆ 5ź
`“2
}f`} 9H1
˙
}h} 9H1 ,
and similarly, (A.7) holds for k P t2, 3, 4u. Finally, we bound }I5}L1t by
3ÿ
j“1
}
ż ż
V8py, zqpB´1j Pjeit∆f1 ¨ eit∆f2qpx´ yqpeit∆f3eit∆f4qpx´ zq dy dz}L1tL3x
ˆ }eit∆f5}L8t L6x}Bjh}L2x
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ď
3ÿ
j“1
}V8}
L
1
1´ }B´1j Pjeit∆f1 ¨ eit∆f2}L 32t L
9
2`18
x
}eit∆f3eit∆f4}L3tL9x}eit∆f5}L8t L6x}Bjh}L2x
ď
3ÿ
j“1
}V8}
L
1
1´ }B´1j Pjeit∆f1}L2tL
6
1`12
x
4ź
`“2
}eit∆f`}L6tL18x }eit∆f5}L8t L6x}Bjh}L2x
À
3ÿ
j“1
T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }B´1j Pjeit∆f1}L 21´6t L
6
1`12
x
4ź
`“2
}eit∆f2}
L6t
9W
1, 187
x
}eit∆f5}L8t 9H1x}Bjh}L2x
À T 3}V8}
L
1
1´ }f1} 9H´1
ˆ 5ź
`“2
}f`} 9H1
˙
}h} 9H1 . 
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